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Introduction {#acn350913-sec-0005}
============

Multiple sclerosis (MS) and neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorder (NMOSD) are both common idiopathic inflammatory demyelinating diseases (IIDDs), whereas myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG) immunoglobulin G (IgG)‐associated encephalomyelitis (MOG‐EM) was recognized as an independent IIDD in the latest international recommendation.[1](#acn350913-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Initial manifestation of those IIDDs overlap to a great extent, covering a wide range of manifestations like limb weakness, sensory disturbance, and visual loss. Although similar in clinical features, these diseases are yet different in treatment options and prognosis. Thus, early differentiation between those IIDDs was crucial but challenging as well.

Radiological examinations emerged to be a promising tool in this regard, given the false positives and late‐coming results associated with antibody testing. Recent studies have revealed preliminary evidence on the utility of neuroimaging in diagnosing and differentiating IIDDs. Matthews et al.[2](#acn350913-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} first proposed the brain imaging criteria to distinguish MS from NMOSD in 2013, including "at least one lesion adjacent to the body of the lateral ventricle and in the inferior temporal lobe; or the presence of a subcortical U‐fiber lesion; or a Dawson's finger‐type lesion." Subsequent researches tested these criteria in distinguishing MS from aquaporin‐4 (AQP4)‐IgG‐positive NMOSD and MOG‐EM in European,[3](#acn350913-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Korean,[4](#acn350913-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} and South American[5](#acn350913-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} cohorts, respectively, further showing its utility across a wide range of populations.

However, the previous studies mainly focused on areas with a high prevalence of MS.[6](#acn350913-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#acn350913-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} In China, as opposed to western countries, NMOSD was more prevalent than MS.[8](#acn350913-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, the latest diagnostic criterion of MOG‐EM has not been validated in previous studies. And studies comparing AQP4‐IgG‐negative NMOSD are lacking. Therefore, our study aimed to identify the distinguishing radiological features of MS when compared with NMOSD and MOG‐EM. We evaluated the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) of the previously reported brain lesion criteria in the three IIDDs in the Chinese population.

Methods {#acn350913-sec-0006}
=======

Patients {#acn350913-sec-0007}
--------

Our study enrolled 253 consecutive Chinese patients admitted from December 2015 to August 2018 in the Second Affiliated Hospital School of Medicine Zhejiang University (80 met the 2017 McDonald criteria for MS,[9](#acn350913-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} 163 fulfilled the 2015 NMOSD Wingerchuk criteria by International Panel for NMO[10](#acn350913-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} (all with negative MOG‐IgG), among which 129 were positive for AQP4‐IgG and 34 were negative for AQP4‐IgG. Ten were positive for MOG‐IgG and fulfilled the international consensus of MOG‐EM[1](#acn350913-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}). All 253 patients were admitted to our hospital and diagnosed with IIDDs at their first attack of neurologic symptoms. The antibody test of AQP4‐IgG and MOG‐IgG was tested by cell‐based assay (CBA), the recommended testing method for both antibodies by international consensus.[1](#acn350913-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#acn350913-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} Our study was approved by the ethics committee of the Second Affiliated Hospital School of Medicine Zhejiang University. All patients were consented for the use of their anonymized MRI examinations and clinical details for research purposes.

MRI scanning {#acn350913-sec-0008}
------------

Brain MRI scans were performed with a GE 1.5 Tesla MR scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) within the first onset of disease in our hospital. The scan parameters: T1‐weighted imagines (T1WIs) (400/9 msec, TR/TE), T2‐weighted images (T2WIs) (3000--4700/88--110 msec, TR/TE), and fluid‐attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) images (7800--9602/100--160 msec, TR/TE) for brain MRI. The slice thickness of the axial scans was 5--6 mm.

The brain lesion distribution criteria[2](#acn350913-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} were described as follows (Fig. [1](#acn350913-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}): (a) at least one lesion adjacent to the body of lateral ventricle and in the inferior temporal lobe, or (b) juxtacortical lesions in the U‐fiber (with a curved/s‐shaped morphology), or (c) Dawson\'s finger‐type lesion. Radiological images were evaluated on T2WIs or FLAIR sequences. MRI scans were independently rated by two neurologists blinded to each other's findings. When the nature of the lesions could not be established, a third experienced neurologist would evaluate and a final consensus was reached.

![Matthews's brain lesion criteria. (A) lesions adjacent to the body of lateral ventricle; (B) lesions in the inferior temporal lobe; (C) subcortical U‐fiber lesion; (D) Dawson\'s finger‐type lesion (periventricular demyelinating plaques distributed along the axis of medullary veins, perpendicular to the body of the lateral ventricles and/or callosal junction with a clear margin and an externally perpendicular orientation from the lateral ventricle, a diameter ranging from 3 to 19 mm).[4](#acn350913-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#acn350913-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}](ACN3-6-2048-g001){#acn350913-fig-0001}

Statistical analysis {#acn350913-sec-0009}
--------------------

Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS version 23.0. All quantitative data in this study were analyzed with the Chi‐squared test or Fisher's exact test. Values with *P* \< 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Results were reported as the mean ± standard deviation (SD) for numerical variables, and as the percentage (%) of the total number of patients for categorical variables. Cohen's kappa was used to evaluate the interobserver variability, and the kappa values for all criteria were ≥0.84 for all criteria (kappa values ≤ 0 as indicating no agreement and 0.01--0.20 as none to slight, 0.21--0.40 as fair, 0.41--0.60 as moderate, 0.61--0.80 as substantial, and 0.81--1.00 as almost perfect agreement[12](#acn350913-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}). True positive (TP, fulfilled the criteria and diagnosed with MS), true negative (TN, inconformity to the criteria and diagnosed with NMOSD or MOG‐EM), false positive (FP, fulfilled the criteria but diagnosis with NMOSD or MOG‐EM), and false negative (FN, inconformity to the criteria but the diagnosis was MS) were calculated. Performance of the imaging criteria were expressed as sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), odds ratio (OR), positive likelihood ratio (+LR), and negative likelihood ratio (−LR) (with respective 95% confidence intervals, 95% CI).

Results {#acn350913-sec-0010}
=======

The basic demographic, and radiologic features of patients with MS, NMOSD, and MOG‐EM are summarized in Table [1](#acn350913-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. Female accounted for a larger proportion of patients with NMOSD, whereas males made up the majority in MOG‐EM.

###### 

Demographic and clinical characteristics of patients with MS, NMOSD, and MOG‐EM.

                                                                                               MS (*n* = 80)         NMOSD (*n* = 163)      AQP4 + NMOSD (*n* = 129)   AQP4‐NMOSD (*n* = 34)   MOG‐EM (*n* = 10)
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------- ---------------------- -------------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------
  Age at onset, mean ± SD (IQR), years                                                         33.5 ± 13.4 (9--66)   43.4 ± 14.9 (12--81)   43.8 ± 15.4 (12--81)       41.9 ± 13.1 (21--69)    43.5 ± 15.5 (25--64)
  Gender, F:M, *n*                                                                             49:31                 144:19                 121:8                      23:11                   4:6
  No. of patients meeting the lesion criteria, *n* (%)                                                                                                                                         
  (a): Lesions adjacent to the body of a lateral ventricle and in the inferior temporal lobe   45 (56.3%)            14 (8.6%)              12 (9.3%)                  2 (5.9%)                2 (20.0%)
  (b): U‐fiber lesions                                                                         30 (37.5%)            10 (6.1%)              8 (6.2%)                   2 (5.9%)                2 (20.0%)
  (c): Dawson's finger‐type lesions                                                            59 (73.8%)            2 (1.2%)               2 (1.6%)                   0 (0)                   0 (0)
  Full criteria (a, b, or c)                                                                   75 (93.8%)            17 (10.4%)             14 (10.9%)                 3 (8.9%)                3 (30%)

Abbreviations: AQP4, aquaporin protein 4; MS, multiple sclerosis; NMOSD, neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorder; MOG‐EM, myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein immunoglobulin G‐associated encephalomyelitis; IQR, interquartile range; SD, standard deviation.
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The brain lesion distribution criteria had a high sensitivity and specificity for diagnosing MS. The sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV of the brain lesion distribution criteria in differentiating MS from NMOSD and MOG‐EM are summarized in Table [S1](#acn350913-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. When identifying MS from the whole NMOSD cohort, the full brain lesion distribution criteria had a sensitivity of 93.8%, specificity of 89.6%, PPV of 81.5%, and NPV of 96.7%. In detail, the sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV were 93.8%, 89.1%, 84.3%, and 95.8% in the AQP4‐IgG positive cohort and 93.8%, 91.2%, 96.2%, and 86.1% in the AQP4‐IgG‐negative cohort. As for the MOG‐EM cohort, values for the previously described features were 93.8%, 70.0%, 96.2%, and 58.3%, respectively. The trends of +LR and --LR were consistent with other four features. Meanwhile, the OR in all cohorts was \>1, and the *P* values of all criteria among the different cohorts were all less than 0.001 except the "b" (*P* = 0.044) and "c" (*P* = 0.49) features in comparing MS with MOG‐EM.

Next we looked into specific items of the brain lesion distribution criteria. The differential characteristics of brain lesion distribution were similar in MS and the other two diseases: the criterion of Dawson's finger‐type lesions had the highest diagnostic value, whereas the U‐fiber lesions the lowest. The +LR and OR were obviously several times higher than other indicators. Particularly, when compared with AQP4‐IgG‐negative NMOSD and MOG‐EM, MS had a high specificity and PPV for Dawson's finger‐type lesions (100%), and the +LR and OR were infinite.

Notably, we found several exceptional cases. Some patients without the diagnosis of MS fulfilled one of the three brain lesion distribution criteria, but none of them met the full standards (Table [1](#acn350913-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). In particular, three AQP4‐IgG‐negative NMOSD patients did meet one or two items of the brain lesion distribution criteria, with one patient fulfilling the criteria (a) and (b), and the other two fulfilling the criteria (a) or (b). In addition, they also suffered from bilateral optic neuritis involving optic chiasma and longitudinally extensive transverse myelitis, reminiscent of the diagnosis of NMOSD rather than MS.

Discussion {#acn350913-sec-0011}
==========

Our study for the first time demonstrated that the brain lesion distribution criteria in MRI were a great tool to distinguish MS from NMOSD and MOG‐EM in the Chinese population. We used the latest diagnostic criteria and regarded MOG‐EM as an independent entity. Their differences are concluded in Table [2](#acn350913-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Discriminatory sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV between MS, NMOSD, and MOG‐EM.

                            MS& NMOSD           MS&AQP4 + NMOSD      MS&AQP4‐NMOSD       MS&MOG‐EM
  ------------------------- ------------------- -------------------- ------------------- -------------------
  Sensitivity, %, (95%CI)   93.8 (85.4--97.7)   93.8 (85.4--97.7)    93.8 (85.4--97.7)   93.8 (85.4--97.7)
  Specificity, %, (95%CI)   89.6 (83.6--93.6)   89.1 (82.2--93.7)    91.2 (75.2--97.7)   70.0 (35.4--91.9)
  PPV, %, (95%CI)           81.5 (71.8--88.6)   84.3 (74.7--90.8)    96.2 (88.4--99.0)   96.2 (88.4--99.0)
  NPV, %, (95%CI)           96.7 (92.0--98.8)   95.8 (5.25--14.21)   86.1 (69.7--94.8)   58.3 (28.6--83.5)

Abbreviations: AQP4, aquaporin protein 4; CI, confidence intervals; MOG‐EM, myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein immunoglobulin G‐associated encephalomyelitis; MS, multiple sclerosis; NMOSD, neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorder; NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value; parenthesis denotes 95% confidential interval.
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Highlights of our study lay in the application of the latest diagnostic criteria, and a large‐sized representative sample of the Chinese population. We screened MS patients with the 2017 McDonald criteria[9](#acn350913-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} instead of previous versions like 2010 McDonald criteria[13](#acn350913-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} or the Barkhof criteria.[14](#acn350913-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} NMOSD cohorts were diagnosed with the 2015 Wingerchuk criteria.[10](#acn350913-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} MOG‐EM was diagnosed with the latest international expert consensus.[1](#acn350913-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, our study had the largest sample size with a focus on the Chinese population, where the criteria have not been validated before. The ratio of patients with MS and NMOSD in our study was close to 1:2, in line with the ratio of the two diseases in the general Chinese population.[15](#acn350913-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} In contrast, previous studies mainly enrolled patients with a ratio consistent with the epidemiological features of the Caucasian population.[16](#acn350913-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, our conclusion can be better extrapolated into the whole Chinese population.

Different conclusions were reached through intragroup comparisons between our study and the Matthews's study, and intergroup comparisons between MS and other diseases in our cohorts. By intragroup comparisons of MS to AQP4‐IgG‐positive NMOSD cohort, our study showed a lower specificity (89.1% vs. 96.2%) and PPV (84.3% vs. 97.9%), but a higher sensitivity (93.8% vs. 92.0%) and NPV (95.8% vs. 86.2%). The discrepancy existed in other comparisons as well. In fact, the specificity and NPV were inversely proportional to the prevalence of IIDDs in each population, the PPV in direct proportion to the prevalence, whereas the sensitivity was affected more gently.[12](#acn350913-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#acn350913-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, sensitivity and specificity could better reflect the utility of the criteria for each disease, whereas the PPV and NPV could better indicate the diagnostic accuracy of the criteria in routine clinical practice.[18](#acn350913-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} For a better accuracy our study included some other indicators when evaluating the criteria. +LR (the greater the ratio, the greater the probability of being diagnosed with MS when meeting diagnostic criteria) and −LR (the smaller the ratio, the lower the probability of being diagnosed with MS when not meeting diagnostic criteria) were chosen to avoid the impact of the variable, and OR (the greater the ratio, the stronger the correlation between the indicator and MS) to further clarify the relevance of these diagnostic criteria to MS. With the mutual verification through these indicators, the three main criteria features, especially the Dawson's finger‐type lesions, were definitely great screening tools for MS in the Chinese population.

As for intergroup comparisons, different criteria showed discrepant results. First of all, when applying the criteria to AQP4‐IgG‐negative NMOSD cohort, our result was analogous to Matthews's research, showing a higher specificity and PPV but a lower NPV, compared with the AQP4‐IgG‐positive cohort. It might be explained by the small number of patients diagnosed with AQP4‐IgG‐negative NMOSD in both studies.[19](#acn350913-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} The differences were clinically important in AQP4‐IgG‐negative NMOSD since the evidence of treatment and prognosis was lacking in this group of patients. The differential diagnosis between AQP4‐IgG‐negative NMOSD and MS posed a great challenge, as they both had similar clinical manifestations and negative antibody test results, and the characteristics of brain lesions in AQP4‐IgG‐negative NMOSD remain understudied.[20](#acn350913-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} According to the 2015 Wingerchuk criteria,[10](#acn350913-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} NMOSD with negative AQP4‐IgG antibody had more strict requirements and could only be diagnosed after excluding other alternative diagnoses. Thus, for recurrent episodes with negative AQP4‐IgG, the brain lesion criteria were of great significance to differentiate MS from AQP4‐IgG‐negative NMOSD. When analyzing the differences between the MOG‐EM and AQP4‐IgG‐positive NMOSD cohorts, the specificity and NPV were lower, whereas the PPV was higher, consistent with previous studies[3](#acn350913-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#acn350913-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#acn350913-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} employing the previous criterion of MOG‐EM.[10](#acn350913-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} Notably, in the newly proposed criterion of MOG‐EM, the MOG‐IgG testing was recommended in patients presenting with an abnormal brain MRI but no lesion according to Matthews's criteria.[2](#acn350913-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}

The three items of the brain lesion distribution criteria were similar in the overall trends among these comparing cohorts, but different in their respective characteristics. Dawson's finger‐type lesions had the highest diagnostic value, whereas the U‐fiber lesion the lowest. When comparing MS with AQP4‐IgG‐positive NMOSD, the result was consistent with previous researches even with a different proportion of patients with MS and NMOSD.[2](#acn350913-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#acn350913-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#acn350913-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#acn350913-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#acn350913-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#acn350913-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, the specificity was higher than before, implicating that Dawson's finger‐type lesion is of greater significance in the diagnosis of MS. As for AQP4‐IgG‐negative NMOSD and MOG‐EM, we came to similar conclusions with previous studies, further showing the validity of the diagnostic criteria.

Several limitations existed in our study. First, there were relatively few patients with MOG‐EM. It might affect the statistical results as the higher disease prevalence caused a higher PPV, but lower specificity and NPV. Multicenter studies with a larger sample size is required to verify our conclusion. Second, it was a cross‐sectional study with newly onset patients. However, the three diseases all had a relapsing‐remitting course. Considering the alternating sites of brain lesions in relapses, further follow‐up studies are needed. Moreover, the low prevalence of U‐fiber lesions could be influenced by the low field‐strength (1.5 T) of MR scanner with its relatively low resolution. The higher field‐strength (like 3.0 T) of MR scanner are needed to help identify the morphological features of the lesions, and verify the characteristics of the three indicators accurately.

In conclusion, our study validated the brain lesion distribution criteria in the Chinese population for differentiating MS from other IIDDs, including AQP4‐IgG positive, AQP4‐IgG‐negative NMOSD and MOG‐EM, all diagnosed with the latest diagnostic criteria. Further radiological studies are needed to extend the follow‐up time and detect other lesion criteria like spinal lesions to differentiate MS from other more demyelinating diseases.
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**Table S1.** Diagnostic performances of brain lesion distribution criteria for differentiating MS from NMOSD and MOG‐EM.
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